
  

ITEM ACTION 

Chair’s Opening Remarks, Approval of Agenda, Attendance: 

Present: Klaus Beltzner, Judy Beltzner, Giulio Maffini, Andrea Strawbridge.  

Regrets: Grace Thrasher, Brian Tansley.  Meeting called to order at 7:15 p.m. 

 

1. Approval of Minutes of Last Meeting – moved by AS, seconded by GM, 

carried. 

 

2. Reports and discussion:  

2.1. Shiverfest Report – GT wrote in that everything is on track. AS reported 

that flyers were sent to printer.  Info has been sent to councillors and 

newspapers.  Social media will be used closer to the time.  KB 

recommends sending out teasers about different events. Messenger will 

publish program in mid-January edition. 

2.2. Communications VP Report  – bike rodeo has been confirmed by the city 

– we have the permit.  Choir – AS will meet later this month with Alicia 

and Brian Cromie.  Extra funding came through.  KB raised the fact that 

only about 10% of the population will get the Messenger delivered from 

now on, because it’s coming with the Flyer Force bundle and won’t go to 

community mailboxes; also, it will only be published twice a month.  We 

need to alert people that the only way to get the VV is through the 

newsletter and social media. Need to think about how we’re going to 

proceed, e.g. to advertise Shiverfest, should we have more brochures at 

more locations?  GM suggests AS should think about it and come back 

with plan about how to adapt.  KB says the issue is pressing.  

2.3. President’s Report:  

a) The circumstances leading to a woman being hit by an SUV on Bridge 

Street and her condition:  KB will follow up with Arun Daniels and 

request to see the accident report. 

b) The proposal for a new building replacing the Falls house. There is a 

minor variance application to add a small piece of property to be used for 

parking from the condo next door. KB has not seen any revised design.  

No-one has more info.  GM will follow up with Scott via e-mail to ask if 

there are any further developments.   

c) KB has no further info on the preliminary proposal for a drive-through 

Starbucks to serve pass-through traffic on Main Street opposite the RBC.   

Business case for the proposed location is to capture traffic driving 

through Manotick, not originating there.  KB is not sure what Scott’s 

proposed course of action is.  AS would like an opportunity to discuss it 

with the proponent and Scott and the community. MVCA concern is that  

a Starbucks drive-through in the proposed location will not have any 

benefits for to Manotick.  Also, if access is only right-in, right-out, it will 

not serve northbound traffic en route to work in the morning.  AS will 

contact Scott to see if we can get more information. 

d) A public meeting is coming up regarding the townhouse and singles 

development on Main and Kelly Marie opposite the Minto Mahogany 
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development that we should discuss.  GM and AS will attend the 

meeting.  KB described the format: multiple boards, 1:1 discussions as 

people walk through, no plenary.  KB reminded GM and AS of the three 

key issues in the MVCA brief: first, the development should be a 

community, not just a group of houses, e.g.it should have a club-house.  

Second, the pumping station should not be located near the river.  Third, 

there need to be pathways linking this development to the rest of the 

community so it is not isolated.  GM: the meeting will be an opportunity 

to gather info, which we can then present to our members. 

e) A 2-lane section of Jockvale from Prince of Wales northbound will be 

widened and a 2-lane roundabout installed at the PoW/Jockvale 

intersection. This is a heads-up - KB should be getting the drawings this 

month.  Widening will happen in 2017.  Roundabout is at the meeting of 

two high-speed roads.  Pedestrians will not be able to cross.  It’s a safety 

issue.  We’ll know more when KB sees the drawings. 

f) The former RBC building renovations are nearly complete. Is there a 

tenant lined up?  GM: the wooden direction sign is gone.  Otherwise, no 

info.  AS: they’re going slowly so the inference is that they have no 

tenant(s) yet. 

 2.4      Recruitment Report: Action Plan for recruiting new director.  KB: 

Communications and Advocacy are covered off; we need someone to take on the 

roles of Treasurer and Membership Secretary to free up Grace to consider the 

President position, and we also need someone for Events.  The Events role is one 

of coordination and being a conduit with the established committees for each 

event, as well as possibly suggesting new events and convening committees to 

make them happen. JB: we need to use our personal networks to recruit people 

who can fulfill the functions the board needs. GM has an advocacy person to 

suggest.  AS has some people to ask about Treasurer role.  We will follow up at 

our next meeting. 
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3.   Other Business: none.  

Adjournment: moved by GM at 8:35 p.m.  

Next meetings: February 8th, March 1st – locations tbd  

 


